I. PUBLICATIONS

Steven Bell, Director, Gutman Library


Samuel Bradley, School of Business Administration

Steven Dinero, School of Liberal Arts, Parimal Bhagat & Elizabeth Mariotz,

DK Malhotra, School of Business Administration

Jerry Rosenau, School of Engineering & Textiles

Catherine Piersol, School of Science & Health

II. CONFERENCES

Steven Dinero, School of Liberal Arts; Tim, McGee, School of Design & Media & Elizabeth Mariotz, School of Business Administration

Jeffrey Ashley and Anne Bower, School of Science & Health

Jeffrey Ashley, School of Science & Health
Invited Panel Review Member for the 2006 National Science Foundation’s Division of Undergraduate Education CCLI Grants in Chemistry, Crystal City, VA, July 2006.

Steven Bell, Director, Gutman Library
Steven Bell, Director of Gutman Library

Steven Bell, Director of Gutman Library

Craig Griffen, School of Architecture
“Teaching Construction Details with Color,” presentation, Building Technology Educators Symposium, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, August 2006.

Valerie Hanson, School of Liberal Arts

EJ Herczyk, School of Engineering & Textiles

C. Andrew Lafond, School of Business Administration

Tim McGee, School of Design & Media

III. EXHIBITS

Frank Baseman, School of Design & Media

EJ Herczyk, School of Engineering & Textiles

Josh Owen, School of Design & Media

IV. AWARDS

EJ Herczyk, School of Engineering & Textiles

Josh Owen, School of Design & Media
V. GRANTS

R. Scott Hanson, School of Liberal Arts

UNIVERSITY RESEARCH & DESIGN GRANT AWARDS

Jack Carnell, School of Design & Media
Photographs of the American Landscape: The Impact of Commerce and Culture

Anusua Datta, School of Business Administration
Assessing the Implications of Quota Elimination and CAFTA on U.S. Clothing and Textile Firms

Ann Gardiner, School of Liberal Arts
The Reception of Shelley in Europe

Praveena Gullapalli, Adjunct Faculty, School of Liberal Arts
Power and Control in Ancient Polities: The Political Economy of Iron Production in Early Historic Southeastern Rajasthan, India

Nancy Howard, School of Engineering & Textiles
Encapsulated Specialty Inks for Digital Ink Jet Technology

Ileana Ionascu, School of Science & Health
Theory of Hilbert Space Operators with a focus on Matters Regarding Invariant Subspaces for Linear Operators

Katharine Jones, School of Liberal Arts
Final Phase of Book Project entitled “You Don’t Belong Here! Gender, Race Class and Sexuality Among English Football Fans”

Russ Kleinbach, School of Liberal Arts
Research on Non-consensual Bride Kidnapping and Tradition in Kyrgyzstan

Mikhail Kouliavtsev, School of Business Administration
International Merger Policy Coordination: Structural Remedies and Welfare Considerations

DK Malhotra, School of Business Administration
Analyzing the European Union Using Data Envelopment Analysis

Claudia Phillips, School of Architecture
Evaluate and Disseminate Emerging Issues Regarding Sustainable Design Education.

NTC GRANT AWARDS

John Pierce, School of Science & Health; Fernando Tovia and Natalie Weathers, School of Engineering and Textiles
Scent-Infused Textiles to Enhance Consumer Experiences
Competency: Fabrication

Les Sztandera, School of Business Administration; Fernando Tovia, School of Engineering & Textiles; Chi-Chung Chu (Cornell University), Hugh Cartwright (Oxford University)
Genetic Algorithms in Molecular Design of Novel Fibers
Competency: Chemistry
Alexander Messinger & Rob Fleming, School of Architecture, Diana Cundell, School of Science & Brian George, School of Engineering & Textiles
Development of Environmental Fabrics & Breathing Wall Systems
Competency: Fabrication

VI. OTHER

Frank Baseman, School of Design & Media


Steven Bell, Director, Gutman Library
Appeared on NUTN (National University Telecommunications Network) Radio on August 10, 2006 as a guest speaker for the program “Online Course Meets Library.” with John Shank of Penn State, presented and answered questions about the linkage between libraries and courseware systems.

Josh Owen, School of Design & Media

Maribeth Kradel-Weitzel, School of Design & Media

Elected to third term as Vice President Education for AIGA (American Institute of Graphic Arts) Philadelphia Board of Directors.

Samuel Bradley, School of Business Administration
Accepted into doctoral program in marketing at Argosy University.

Lloyd Russow, School of Business Administration
Everything International web site, received the 2006 “Really Useful Site” Award from the Federation of International Trade Association.

Sigrid Weltge, School of Engineering & Textiles
Taught Critical Studies Seminar, “The Bauhaus from Weimar to America,” Anderson Ranch, Aspen CO, July 31-August 4, 2006